<Off-Grid-Traces>
Discussions
Reimagining digital communication
after ecological disaster

What are we responding to?
We may feel we’re already approaching an apocalypse or facing an ecological
disaster. In collaboration with other disciplines, as digitally minded, artistic
individuals how can we use and adapt our technical and creative skills to
survive?
To many, a post-disaster scenario means being in the dark. Our environment is
unpredictable, communication has broken down and we need to use the tools
available to sense the way towards our future...
When doing so, maintaining autonomy alongside these tools and practices digital and non-digital - will help us communicate, share and thrive.
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How did we get here?
Inspired by The Wrong Biennale ‘Offline’ Router project, PirateBox software,
DIY/interdisciplinary/artistic practice, Digital Learning team at Tate, IAM +
randomness…

These slides show the thought process of <Off-Grid-Traces> Discussions, how it has
influenced our thinking, and provides prompts to trigger ideas and responses from
yourselves :)
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The Wrong Router
As artists we instantly saw the value in this
idea:
“the wrong router is a device designed and
engineered to display digital art to everyone
nearby with a smartphone or tablet, via WiFi …
it allows you to showcase your digital art solo
or group shows without the need of internet,
wall space or screen setups.”
Inspired by this reimagining of creative space
as a constructive disruption of the ‘white box’
we wanted to expand this idea to
communication more widely.
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PirateBox
PirateBox is a DIY anonymous offline
file-sharing and communications system built
with free software and inexpensive
off-the-shelf hardware.
A version of PirateBox is used on The Wrong
routers, that more readily serves html files and
provides a templates for artists to easily
display their digital media.
The combination of a local and anonymous
written, visual and aural communication
meant this was a perfect platform for
<Off-Grid-Traces>.
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We strongly align with the PirateBox goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PirateBox provides easy file sharing and messaging over a local area
network.
PirateBox is designed to educate the public and make them aware about
online censorship, surveillance and freedom of speech.
PirateBox truly respects privacy and thus does not collect any access or
connection logs from its users.
PirateBox has an educational purpose and aims to teach about computer
programming and computer networks.
PirateBox network (AP) should be open, and use open networking standards
to allow communication with other users.
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But… Long Live PirateBox :’(
In the words of Matthias Strubel (the PirateBox founder):
There are a lot of things, which make the "life" of a piratebox more and
more hard, which we can't overcome on the piratebox software side:
- In the year 2016 FCC changed the rules about firmware security, resulting
in more locked router firmware.
- HTTPS everywhere is kicking PirateBox's butt with the redirect
everywhere. All the technical enhancements for the user security made us
to go one step back.
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Complex and problematic:
While things like https are an important part of being secure online, it is
important to be aware that there are always trade-offs. In this case while it
enables us to interact with greater autonomy in one way, the way that it is
enforced in contemporary browsers works against another type of secure
communication system (i.e the PirateBox model)

Looking forward...
PirateBox and The Wrong routers proved that it can be possible to carry around our
own portable box of internet. This matters, especially in a disaster scenario:
a) because of how little power is needed to make it work
b) everything needed to make it work is present locally
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Artistic Decisions /1
In our practice we try to find alternative ways to
sense, explain technical processes, and think of
things we haven’t thought of before.

Using a hand
crank charger
it takes an
hour to get a
phone to 50%.

To get as local as possible, we need to discover a way
to produce the power required to run a PirateBox
server/router using your own hands.
Being able to physically feel how much energy is
required, for example, to display a webpage with
embedded video, immediately changes the way we
might interact with that page.
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Artistic Decisions /2
We agree with IAM ... ‘in randomness we trust’
We also see randomness as a key property of a post-ecological disaster
environment (in that such a world is unpredictable and lacks familiar
hierarchies).
We aimed to create an interface that kept visitors engaged within a state of
displacement and uncertainty. All links to content were represented by the
same shape (a circular dot), and they were randomly re-positioned on the screen
each time you visit the page. The only defining hierarchy is time itself as the
dots brightness fades gradually.
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Artistic Decisions /3
Filling our new space with reimaginings of communication as hub of creative
thinking. Mixed media of drawings, photographs, videos and sounds to support
sharing and discussion.
The meditative and reflective
value of artistic activity for
individuals and groups is key to
<Off-Grid-Traces>. This quality
is often overlooked or lacking
in digital simulations of
traditional modes of visual
representation.

Take your time and enjoy
being playful!
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Past-manifestation: with Digital Learning at Tate
How it worked IRL environment:
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The Climate and the Internet
We need to reduce waste
in our daily lives but what
about the waste from our
online lives?
It is estimated that by
2022 around 60% of the
world's population will be
online, with video taking
up more than 80% of all
internet traffic. Do we
really need all that
content? Who makes the
call about what to keep?

Is the internet bad for the environment?
Is the internet limitless?

Question: Which produces more
greenhouse gasses, a year of people
watching videos on YouTube or a year of
emissions from a city the size of Glasgow
(>600,000 population).
Answer: They are pretty similar!
Approximately 11.13 million tons of
carbon dioxide equivalent.

Illustration by Chelsea Beck (Gizmodo)
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How to not be hypocrites?
We love the internet - we work there, we play there, we build community there. But
if we know it is also harming the physical world, how can we find a balance that
both supports the growth on knowledge and protects against disaster?
So, new boundaries, new opportunities and ideas.
We are here because of the effects of a different kind of global disaster; we
wanted to use our secure, anonymous, local network but will have to make do with
the internet instead; we wanted to see each other and talk face to face but we will
have to make do with this chatroom (video chat is less environmentally friendly!)...
However...
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What can we do here/now?
We are still connected to our PirateBox, via the internet, this server is running
from our studio in London.
We can still share and communicate on this page. Let’s bring our minds together
to share existing tools, knowledge and new ideas on reimaging digital
communication.
As tools like PirateBox fade away what else already exists that can be used or
appropriated to fill the void? And what new tools and practices can we imagine?
SEE CHAT FOR CURRENT TOPIC: Upload your drawings/images on the current
theme using the upload box on the left, and join the discussion.
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<Off-Grid-Traces> Discussion Timeline
11:30 - START: Introduction to <Off-Grid-Traces> Discussion
11:40 - Theme 1: Imagining the next PirateBox
12:10 - Theme 2: The Climate and The Internet
12:30 - Theme 3: Communication and collective learning for the Future
12:50 - What have we created?
13:00 - END: Sign off, leaving archive of discussion
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Outcomes
We will be live for a 90-minute session, after which we will keep an archive of
the chat and imageboard on this page, which will remain accessible until the
end of IAMW 2020 and beyond.
Hopefully this acts as a starting point for many conversations that continue long
into the bright future!
Nice to e-meet you all <3
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Links to further info + relevant practices:
Compiler, https://compiler.zone/
<Off-Grid> On Tour (offline router exhibition), http://compiler.zone/off-grid-router
The Wrong - New Digital Art Biennale, https://thewrong.org/
PirateBox, https://piratebox.cc/
Digital Learning at Tate team blog, https://digitalstudioremix.tumblr.com/
Anne Hardy’s Winter Commission 2019-20 at Tate Britain, https://bit.ly/2xUasUt
James Bridle, New Ways of Seeing, http://jamesbridle.com/new-ways-of-seeing
Tactical Tech, https://tacticaltech.org/#/
Holly Jean Buck, Climate Tragedy, Repair, and Restoration, https://www.versobooks.com/books/3091-after-geoengineering
Jussi Parikka, A Geology of Media, https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/a-geology-of-media
Transmediale 2020, Empires and Ecologies of the Cloud, https://bit.ly/38YjyfK
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